
Agency Self-
Perception

Tool

Head
Mātauranga
(education: knowledge, wisdom, understanding, skill)

Heart 
Manaakitanga
(Values: trust, sincerity, integrity, equity)    

Hand
Wānanga 
(Communication, problem-solving, innovation)  

Perseverance          Respect           Attitude           Integrity            Service           Excellence

Self Aware

I know what environment helps me learn the

best

I know what my weaknesses in learning are

I know what my strengths in learning are

The way I feel makes a difference to my learning

I know what I am passionate (love a lot) about

I know who I learn best with

Assessment
Capability

I use information from assessments/tests to

help me learn

I know what my learning gaps are

I know when I haven’t done my best work I check my own learning

I use feedback to help me learn

I know how my learning connects to my

progressions (moving forward to the next goal)

Collaboration

I like it when people suggest ways I can

improve my work

I value hearing perspectives/ideas different to

my own

It helps me when other people share their ideas

and perspectives

I try to work with people who are different to me

I am a good collaborator - I work well with

others

It can be helpful when people disagree with

me

Using Tools and
Strategies

When I am stuck, I know what to do

I use a learning process/goal sheet to help me

learn

I make good choices to help me learn

I learn from what doesn’t work It can be helpful when people disagree with

me

I know when collaboration (working with

others) might help me

I am comfortable learning without a teacher

Resilience
I take risks in my learning

I reflect on why things have gone wrong

If I am upset, I usually get over it quickly

Being challenged is helpful to my learning

I don’t give up when things are hard

I manage my learning time well

Taking Action

I meet the learning goals I set for myself I like to make a difference to the world around

me

I take action when there is a gap in my

learning

I fix and improve my learning

I produce enough work to show my learning

Attributes of a Howick Intermediate School Graduate 


